French lacquered furniture at Waddesdon Manor
Thibaut Wavesperges

Italian renaissance pottery at Stoke-on-Trent:
Selections from The Potteries Museum & Art Gallery
Michael J. Brody

Reflections on II Marcillat's work in the Vatican Palace
Tom Henry

Rubens's lost Negroli helmet painted by
Bartholomeus Breenbergh and others
Walter J. Karcheski

Diplomatic gifts from Tsar Nicholas I of Russia to
the 1st Duke of Wellington
Natalya Guseva and Igor Sychov

A Liverpool collector: Dr. Philip Nelson (1872-1953)
Pauline Rushton

Golden days in Copenhagen
Jon Whiteley

Sculpture exhibitions in Antwerp
Leon E. Lock

Danish porcelain
Howard Coutts

Icons in London
Claire Brisby

Doge's tombs
Wolfgang Wolters

ROUNDD THE GALLERIES

ROUNDD THE AUCTION HOUSES

DIARY

The February issue of APOLLO will feature articles on George III's gold state coach, Poussin, and the German painter Wilhelm Gause (1855-1916)
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